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Introduction {#s1}
============

Hyperacusis is a condition characterized by a heightened sensitivity to sounds and manifesting as diminished sound tolerance [@pone.0111747-Fournier1]--[@pone.0111747-Baguley1], but can include increased loudness perception or increased responsiveness to sound [@pone.0111747-Tyler1]. Hyperacusis is a common result of acoustic trauma and is frequently seen in association with tinnitus. The incidence of hyperacusis in the general population is unknown, but estimates range from 1 to 22% [@pone.0111747-Jastreboff1]--[@pone.0111747-Rubinstein1]. A large percentage (40--80%) of subjects with tinnitus also suffer from hyperacusis [@pone.0111747-Fournier1], [@pone.0111747-Dauman1], [@pone.0111747-Baguley2], [@pone.0111747-Schecklmann1]. Like tinnitus, hyperacusis occurs in acute and chronic forms. Acute hyperacusis is experienced for short periods ranging from minutes to weeks, while chronic hyperacusis lasts many weeks, months or years. These different clinical features suggest that the mechanisms underlying hyperacusis may be complex and may share some characteristics with those underlying tinnitus. However, the ability to test this hypothesis and separate those that are linked to tinnitus and those linked to hyperacusis requires the development of well-defined animal models of hyperacusis in its acute and chronic forms.

A growing number of studies have demonstrated induction of acute or chronic increases in responsiveness to sound that could be related to hyperacusis. Ison and colleagues found that mice show an augmentation of the acoustic startle reflex (ASR) with age [@pone.0111747-Ison1]. Turner and Parrish [@pone.0111747-Turner1] reported that the suppression of the ASR by a preceding pulse of sound (pre-pulse inhibition) was enhanced in rats treated with sodium salicylate, a finding which they interpreted as suggestive of hyperacusis. Two studies from the laboratory of Sun [@pone.0111747-Sun1], [@pone.0111747-Lu1] found evidence for acute enhancements of the acoustic startle response (ASR) in rats treated with sodium salicylate. Subsequently, a transient strengthening of pre-pulse inhibition was also found in mice that had been exposed to intense noise [@pone.0111747-Turner2]. Sun and colleagues [@pone.0111747-Sun2] observed transient enhancements of the ASR in rats previously exposed to noise, while Dehmel et al. [@pone.0111747-Dehmel1] found chronic enhancements of absolute startle amplitude and enhanced pre-pulse inhibition in noise-exposed guinea pigs. Thus, aging, salicylate treatment and noise exposure all appear to be factors that can trigger induction of heightened responsiveness to sound, although in most cases, the changes were found to be weak and very transient.

Recently, our laboratory showed that exposure to intense sound can lead to the induction of robust and long lasting enhancements of the ASR [@pone.0111747-Chen1]. The enhancements were observed in the range of weeks to months following sound exposure and were associated with enhancements of noise-induced suppression of startle. Qualitatively similar chronic enhancements of the ASR and prepulse inhibition were observed in mice following moderate sound exposure [@pone.0111747-Hickox1], and such changes were found to be associated with cochlear neuropathy [@pone.0111747-Kujawa1]. However, the results across studies have not always been consistent. While the study by Hickox and Liberman [@pone.0111747-Hickox1] showed enhancements of startle when the startle stimulus was immediately preceded by continuous background noise, only a slight suggestion of enhanced startle was observed when the startle stimulus was presented without background noise. Moreover, some studies have reported noise-induced changes in auditory responses that are not consistent with the above described enhancements of startle. Longenecker and Galazyuk [@pone.0111747-Longenecker1] presented data showing little if any change in the ASR in noise exposed mice at or slightly above startle threshold, and startle amplitudes at moderate to high levels of startle stimulation were lower than control levels. Similarly, the data of Lobarinas et al. [@pone.0111747-Lobarinas1] showed a consistent weakening of startle amplitude at almost all startle stimulus levels above startle thresholds.

The different effects of noise exposure on the acoustic startle reflex across studies raise the question of what factors might be critical in determining whether a noise exposure condition or a condition of testing leads to enhancement of startle responses. In an effort to gain insight into these issues, we explored in depth how the acoustic startle response changes with variations in a number of different parameters. In particular, we sought to determine whether the induction of such enhancements is dependent on the intensity of exposure, and if so, what the optimal exposure condition might be to maximally induce enhanced startle responses. In order to understand the temporal nature of enhanced startle, we measured ASR at different post-exposure recovery times. Finally, we tested whether the changes in ASR might depend on the context of the measures. In particular, we examined the effect of performing ASR measures alone or in the context of the gap detection test. Our results suggest that all of these parameters are critical in determining whether enhancements of the ASR are induced and readily observable following sound exposure.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Ethical considerations {#s2a}
----------------------

Animal work was performed using practices fully compliant with the NIH guidelines for the care and use of animals in research. Animals were lightly anesthetized by intramuscular injection of ketamine/xylazine (58 mg/kg- 9 mg/kg) for the measurements of Auditory Brainstem Responses. The animal handling protocol (\#2013 1151) was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the Cleveland Clinic.

Animal subjects {#s2b}
---------------

Adult hamsters (LVG strain), 60--70 days of age at the time of arrival were maintained on a 12∶12-h day/night cycle by the animal housing facility of the Cleveland Clinic. After a 4-day quarantine period, they were divided into two groups, including an experimental group to be sound exposed, and a control group of unexposed animals. For each experiment, the exposed group was subdivided to allow testing of different variables. Exposures generally were conducted when the animals were between 2 and 3 months of age, except when noted otherwise. ASR tests were conducted beginning on each of the first three days after exposure, then every 2--3 days thereafter over an approximately 2 week period. ABRs were conducted upon completion of ASR tests.

Sound exposure {#s2c}
--------------

The animals were exposed to sounds inside a cylindrical chamber placed inside an Acoustic Systems sound attenuation booth. The chamber contained 4 compartments, allowing exposure of up to 4 animals simultaneously. Sound was introduced into the chamber through a Beyma CP-25 speaker mounted in the lid of the cylinder. The exposure sound was a 10 kHz continuous tone, calibrated using an Etymotic ER7C probe tube microphone whose tip was placed 2 cm above the chamber's floor to approximate the position where the animals ears would be located during the exposure. Since sound level varied when measurements were taken at different locations on the floor of the chamber, we chose a voltage input to the speaker that produced the desired sound level when averaged across those locations. Animals were allowed a few minutes of silence once placed inside the chamber to permit acclimatization to the exposure environment. The sound was then turned on and gradually increased in level over a 10 minute period before reaching the final exposure intensity. This approach was found to protect the animals from stress caused by sudden onset of intense sound. The exposure sound was delivered continuously for 4 hours. Behavior was monitored throughout the exposure period to ensure that the animals did not later develop behaviors indicative of stress. Exposures were performed in three different rounds, each differing in intensity level. Animals were exposed at 110 dB SPL in the first round, 115 dB SPL in the second, and at 120 dB SPL in the third. In each round, 5--8 animals were exposed to the tone, while 5--7 others were placed in the exposure chamber for a 4 hour period of silence and served as controls. Following the exposures the animals were returned to the animal facility. The acoustic startle reflex measurements began the following day in each trial.

Acoustic startle apparatus {#s2d}
--------------------------

Measures of acoustic startle were recorded as in our previous publication [@pone.0111747-Chen1]. The testing apparatus consisted of a Kinder Scientific startle system (Model SM100) consisting of a small chamber measuring 28×36×50 cm and containing a small animal housing designed for use with rats. The chamber was insulated with a 1 inch layer of dense foam material to reduce sound reflections [@pone.0111747-Longenecker1]. Each animal was placed inside the housing on top of a plate that contained a pressure-sensitive piezoelectric transducer that converted sudden pressure changes caused by animal movement into voltages that were scaled to pressure units (Newtons, N). The plate sensitivity was adjusted to generate a 1±0.05 N on the first positive peak of the pressure pulse waveform in response to a 1.0 N calibration wave. Calibration of the sound level at the level of the animals' ears was performed using a 1/4 in microphone and sound measurement system (B&K). Startle stimuli (and where applicable, stimuli used for the gap detection test) were introduced from speakers located in the ceiling of the test chamber. Inputs and measurements were controlled using Kinder software, with startle response collection windows spanning 100 ms from startle stimulus onset. Animals were weighed before ASR measurements to account for the potential contribution of weight differences to the startle amplitudes.

Acoustic stimuli {#s2e}
----------------

Testing was performed by quantifying the startle amplitude as a function of the startle stimulus level. For that purpose, each startle measuring session consisted of five sets of 15 trials, each having a battery of twelve 20-ms bursts of broad band noise varied in level from 57--120 dB SPL in steps of 3--6 dB, plus three no-stimulus trials. The order of these stimuli and the duration of inter-trial intervals were randomized. The same session was repeated daily for each of the animal subgroups, so that all exposed and control animals were alternately tested on the same day.

Because the ASR is known to be sensitive to the presence of background noise [@pone.0111747-Carlson1]--[@pone.0111747-Ison3], we tested whether ASR amplitudes might differ significantly depending on the context in which the startle stimuli were presented. In this experiment, startle eliciting stimuli were presented in two different ways. In the first method, ASRs were tested using a stimulus battery that included only startle-eliciting noise bursts presented randomly at different levels ([Fig. 1A](#pone-0111747-g001){ref-type="fig"}). In the second, ASRs were measured using the same startle-eliciting noise bursts that were used in the first method, except that these stimuli were inserted randomly in a battery of stimuli used to measure gap detection ability; this stimulus battery thus included startle eliciting stimuli preceded by background noise (with or without gaps of silence) as well as startle eliciting noise bursts not preceded by background noise ([Fig. 1B](#pone-0111747-g001){ref-type="fig"}). This experiment design allowed us to address the question of whether the startle amplitude evoked by identical stimuli (noise bursts) differs depending on the acoustic context (i.e., the presence or absence of a recent history of background noise in the test battery).

![Stimulus sequences used to test the effect of acoustic context on ASR.\
Startle stimuli of different intensities (blue blocks) are presented as bursts separated by different time intervals (red double-headed arrows). In the first context (A), silence is maintained during the inter-stimulus interval (black lines) throughout the test battery. In the second context (B), a background noise, with or without an intervening gap of silence, fills some of the inter-stimulus intervals, but the startle stimulus only condition is identical to that in context 1. In either context, numbered solid blue block are those used to determine the ASR. Red diamond: time interval during which the background noise is interrupted by a gap.](pone.0111747.g001){#pone-0111747-g001}

Auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) {#s2f}
-----------------------------------

ABRs were recorded once behavioral testing was completed to assess the extent of hearing loss caused by sound exposure. This was generally a period of 3 to 5 weeks postexposure, but always just after the last ASR measurement. Each animal was lightly anesthetized by intramuscular injection of ketamine/xylazine (58 mg/kg- 9 mg/kg). Temperature was maintained at 37°C throughout the period of ABR testing. Needle electrodes were placed subcutaneously, one in in the vertex (non-inverting), one each behind the ears (inverting), and one in the right hind limb (ground). Electrode signals were amplified 100,000X and bandpass filtered (30--3000 Hz). Stimuli were tone pips varied in frequency from 4 to 16 kHz and presented at a rate of 17.7/s. The pips were presented at the highest levels (80--100 dB SPL) first then lowered in 20 dB steps until no responses were visible. At each level, responses were averaged over 250 stimulus repetitions. Two responses were obtained at each stimulus level to confirm presence or absence of a response. Intensity was bracketed in 5 dB steps in the range of the lowest levels of stimulation to determine threshold. ABR waveforms displayed 5--6 biphasic responses, and thresholds were based on measures of P4 or P5, whichever gave the lower threshold.

Data analysis {#s2g}
-------------

Measures of startle amplitude were averaged for each animal, first across trials for each session then across sessions conducted on successive days. These were then averaged across animals for each of the stimulus levels tested. The result was a plot of startle amplitude vs. stimulus level for each animal. The mean startle amplitude vs. stimulus level (startle growth curve) was then obtained for each group by averaging across animals for each exposure or control group. Although control and exposed animals were age-matched, differences between growth curves in exposed and control animals could be due to group differences in mean weight. To control for this possibility, we averaged the weights across sessions to obtain a mean weight for each animal. Group weights were obtained by averaging the mean weights of all animals within each group. Group differences for all parameters of stimulation tested and for weights were tested using two-way ANOVAs or paired t-tests (one- or two-tailed), performed using Prism Graphpad. Differences between groups for each pairwise comparison were considered significant if P≤0.05.

Results {#s3}
=======

Effect of exposure intensity on response thresholds {#s3a}
---------------------------------------------------

In order to assess the impact of sound exposure on hearing function, we first compared mean ABR thresholds in animals exposed at each of the three levels of sound (110, 115 and 120 dB SPL) with those of control animals ([Fig. 2A--C](#pone-0111747-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Mean thresholds in control animals varied somewhat across frequencies but ranged between 18 and 33 dB SPL, which proved to be insignificant when comparing across the three control groups (F~2,55~ = 2.32, P = 0.11)([Fig. 2A--C](#pone-0111747-g002){ref-type="fig"}, open circles). The mean threshold in exposed animals varied between 33 and 93 dB, increasing approximately linearly with the level of exposure at all frequencies (R = 0.72, P = 0.0007). The thresholds in exposed animals were significantly higher than those in their respective control groups in all three exposure level comparisons (F~1,31~ = 53.64, P\<0.0001 for the 110 dB SPL exposure group, F~1,35~ = 50.08, P\<0.0001 for the 115 dB SPL exposure group, and F~1,51~ = 165.3, P\<0.001 for the 120 dB SPL exposure group). Maximal threshold shifts in exposed animals were consistently at 8 and 12 kHz and measured 36--38 dB, 49--52 dB and 60--76 dB for the 110, 115 and 120 dB SPL exposure groups, respectively ([Fig. 2D--F](#pone-0111747-g002){ref-type="fig"}). The number of frequencies at which significant threshold shifts occurred, as well as the extent of the shift, also increased with exposure level: 8 and 12 kHz in the 110 dB SPL group (P = 0.007 and 0.04, respectively), 8 and 12 kHz in the 115 dB SPL exposure group (P = 0.006 for both), and all four test frequencies (4, 8, 12 and 16 kHz) in the 120 dB SPL group (P values, 0.003, 0.0006, 0.0004 and 0.01, respectively). Thus, both the degree of threshold shift and the spectral range of these shifts increased with the level of exposure.

![Effect of increasing the level of exposure on ABR thresholds.\
The exposure sound was a continuous 10 kHz tone presented for 4 hours at a level of 110 dB SPL (A), 115 dB SPL (B) or 120 dB SPL (C). Each point represents the mean (±S.E.M.) of ABR thresholds measured in 5--8 animals, upon completion of the ASR testing period. Results from A, B and C are represented as threshold shifts in D, E and F, respectively. \*: p\<0.05, \*\*: p\<0.01, \*\*\*: p\<0.001.](pone.0111747.g002){#pone-0111747-g002}

Effect of post-exposure recovery time on ASR {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------

Changes in the amplitudes of the ASR displayed considerable plasticity and rebound following tone exposure. The period of most dynamic change was the first few days following exposure, but additional quantitative changes continued through the remainder of the 3 or more weeks of measurements. The mean ASR growth curves for animals exposed at 115 dB SPL are shown in [Fig. 3](#pone-0111747-g003){ref-type="fig"}. Here, startle amplitudes can be seen to be either similar to or slightly diminished below control levels during the first 2 days following exposure ([Fig. 3A--B](#pone-0111747-g003){ref-type="fig"}). However, between 4 and 8 days post-exposure, a trend towards enhanced startle amplitudes were clearly evident at high levels of stimulation ([Fig. 3C--D](#pone-0111747-g003){ref-type="fig"}), and these enhancements continued to be apparent, albeit with some fluctuation, throughout the period of testing ([Fig. 3E--G](#pone-0111747-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The startle enhancements observed 1 week following exposure are similar to those described in our previous paper, which was based on a different set of animals [@pone.0111747-Chen1], but the time series of [Fig. 3](#pone-0111747-g003){ref-type="fig"} shows for the first time that the enhancement was a secondary effect that took several days to develop, suggesting the involvement of plastic mechanisms that are triggered by the initial insult.

![Comparison of the ASR growth curves from control (n = 5) and exposed animals (n = 6) at each of the 7 post-exposure times indicated at the top of each graph (panels A--G).\
The data shows decrements in ASR in exposed animals during the first two days post-exposure, but by the fourth day, there is a suggestion of enhanced ASR at the highest startle stimulus levels. This enhancement was better established by the 8^th^ day at all stimulus levels above 100 dB SPL and continued through the remainder of the 2 weeks of measurements, although the degree of enhancement varied over time.](pone.0111747.g003){#pone-0111747-g003}

ASR enhancements of the type shown in [Fig. 3](#pone-0111747-g003){ref-type="fig"} were characteristic of most animals exposed at 115 dB SPL and some animals exposed at 110 dB SPL ([Fig. 4](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"}, top and middle rows), although the precise details varied somewhat in the absolute amplitudes of startle and in the time course of the changes. When the data were averaged across animals on days 7--9 post-exposure, those exposed at 110 showed a trend suggestive of startle enhancements at high startle stimulus levels (≥105 dB SPL) (F~3,72~ = 6.21, P = 0.01), but the enhancement was significant only at a startle stimulus level of 110 dB SPL (T~9~ = 1.83, P = 0.05) ([Fig. 4B](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"}). However, in the animals exposed at 115 dB SPL, the increases in ASR amplitude were highly significant at all stimulus levels from 105--120 dB SPL ([Fig. 4D](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"}) (F~3,80~ = 38.57, P\<0.0001) and followed an initial period when startle responses were decreased below control levels ([Fig. 4C](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Post hoc t tests yielded P values no higher than 0.01 ( = 2.55, *P*\<0.01 at 105 dB SPL, *T~9~* = 2.63, *P*\<0.01 at 110 dB SPL, *T~9~ = *3.38, *P*\<0.005 at 115 dB SPL and *T~9~ = *4.83, *P*\<0.001 at 120 dB SPL*).*

![Effects of exposure level on ASR growth curves for early (1--2 days) and late (7--9 days) post-exposure time frames.\
A--B. Data for animals exposed at 110 dB SPL. C--D. Data for animals exposed at 115 dB SPL. E--F. Data for animals exposed at 120 dB SPL. Each point represents the mean (±S.E.M.). Group sizes are indicated in the graphs. Asterisks indicate points where differences between exposed and control animals were statistically significant (p\<0.05).](pone.0111747.g004){#pone-0111747-g004}

An altogether different pattern of change was observed in animals exposed at 120 dB SPL. In that group, both startle responses and the baseline level of activity below the startle threshold were below those of controls; moreover, the initial weakening of ASR amplitude observed above startle threshold on the first and second day after exposure ([Fig. 4E](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"}) persisted and became even more pronounced when the same measures were performed 7--9 days after exposure ([Fig. 4F](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"}). The decreases in ASR amplitude in this group of exposed animals were pronounced when tested by two-way ANOVA (F~12,364~ = 45.66, P\<0.001), with significant differences found at all startle stimulus levels from 70 to 110 dB SPL (P values for points represented by asterisks in [Fig. 4F](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"} ranged from 0.000007 at 93 dB SPL to 0.02 at 110 dB SPL). Thus, our results show that the effect of exposure on ASR growth curves is dependent not only on the level of the exposure but also on the intensity of the startle-eliciting stimulus and the time after exposure when the measures are performed. None of the changes in ASR amplitude could be attributed to difference in weight of the animals. As shown in [Fig. 5](#pone-0111747-g005){ref-type="fig"}, there were no significant differences between mean weights in exposed and control animals at the beginning (T~4~ = 1.05, P = 0.35 for the 110 dB SPL group, T~5~ = 1.81, P = 0.13 for the 115 dB SPL group, and T~6~ = 0.99, P = 0.36 for the 120 dB SPL group) and end (T~4~ = 1.02, P = 0.37 for the 110 dB SPL group, T~5~ = 1.13, P = 0.31 for the 115 dB SPL group, and T~6~ = 0.33, P = 0.75 for the 120 dB SPL group) of the ASR testing periods ([Fig. 5A--B](#pone-0111747-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, there was no significant difference between mean weights in exposed and control animals when averaged over time through the period of ASR testing (T~4~ = 0.85, P = 0.44 for the 110 dB SPL group, T~5~ = 1.17, P = 0.29 for the 115 dB SPL group, and T~6~ = 0.99, P = 0.36 for the 120 dB SPL group) ([Fig. 5C](#pone-0111747-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Representation of control and exposed animal weights, by group, from the beginning to the end of the ASR testing period.\
A. Weight averages on the first day of ASR testing, which is also the first day post-exposure. B. Weight averages on the last day of ASR testing. C. Weight averages over time through the entire ASR testing period. None of these measurements showed significant differences between exposed and control animals. (All P values \>0.05, see text for exact values).](pone.0111747.g005){#pone-0111747-g005}

ASR amplitude and threshold shift {#s3c}
---------------------------------

The data in [Fig. 4](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"} suggests a link between the magnitude of change in the ASR and exposure level, but they obscure the more important relationship of how the change in ASR relates to the post-exposure thresholds. To examine this relationship, we plotted the maximal ASR amplitude as a function of average threshold, irrespective of the level of sound to which the animals were exposed. The results in [Fig. 6](#pone-0111747-g006){ref-type="fig"} show that the enhancement of startle was highly dependent on the loss in sound sensitivity, being limited to a narrow range of thresholds between 50 and 70 dB SPL. Below this range (30--50 dB SPL), startle amplitudes were comparable to control levels, but above this range (80--100 dB SPL), ASR amplitudes declined toward sub-control values with further increases in threshold. Thus, moderate threshold elevation restricted to a narrow range resulted in ASR enhancements, whereas severe threshold elevation resulted in a weakening of ASR.

![Dependence of enhancement of startle on threshold.\
The histogram depicts maximal ASR amplitudes with respect to thresholds for exposed animals. The dashed red line represents the mean maximal startle amplitude of control animals (thresholds for these animals ranged from 18 to 33 dB SPL). A--E: Representative ASR growth curves of exposed animals with different thresholds. When thresholds were less than 50 dB, startle amplitudes were similar to those of controls. For animals with thresholds of 50--70 dB, enhancements of startle were clearly apparent, but for animals with thresholds above 70 dB SPL, ASR amplitudes were in most cases reduced below control levels.](pone.0111747.g006){#pone-0111747-g006}

Effect of acoustic context {#s3d}
--------------------------

The results of this experiment are shown in [Fig. 7](#pone-0111747-g007){ref-type="fig"}. Control animals showed context-dependent differences in startle amplitudes at the low and high startle stimulus levels ([Fig. 7A](#pone-0111747-g007){ref-type="fig"}). The exposed animals showed even more pronounced context-dependent differences, startle amplitudes being consistently lower in the context of the gap suppression test (context 2) than in the context of the startle growth curve test (context 1) ([Fig. 7B](#pone-0111747-g007){ref-type="fig"}); also, exposed animals showed a trend towards increasingly larger context-dependent differences with increases in stimulus level. Significantly weaker startle amplitudes were found in exposed animals at three of the four startle stimulus levels in context 2 than in context 1 (F~2,16~ = 5.34, P = 0.02 at 105 dB SPL, F~2,16~ = 10.44, P = 0.013 at 110 dB SPL and F = 13.03, P = 0.0004 at 115 dB SPL). Only in the condition where the startle stimulus level was 100 dB SPL were ASRs in exposed animals similar in the two contexts. Moreover, relative to controls, the significance of the enhancements of startle observed in exposed animals in context 1 (F~1,64~ = 27.02, P\<0.0001), was not observed in context 2 ([Fig. 7C](#pone-0111747-g007){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the ASR obtained in context 2 were consistently lower than those obtained from control animals tested in context 1 (F~1,64~ = 4.74, P\<0.05). This indicates that the more complex stimulus battery of the gap detection test was suppressive of the ASR in both groups, although the suppression was more consistent and level dependent than in controls.

![Effect of context on startle amplitudes.\
A. Data for control animals. B. Data for exposed animals. In each graph, data from animals tested in the context of startle stimuli alone (context 1) are compared with data from animals tested using startle stimuli alone presented randomly in the context of the gap detection test (context 2). Note that in control animals, ASR amplitudes were generally weaker in context 2 than in context 1, but for the most part, the decreases were not significant. In exposed animals, ASRs measured in context 2 were consistently weaker than those measured in context 1, indicating an effect of context on startle suppression. C. Comparison of startle amplitudes of exposed animals tested in contexts 1 and 2 with startle amplitudes of controls tested in context 1, showing the loss of hyperresponsiveness when animals were tested in context 2. \*: P\<0.05 for comparison between exposed animals tested in the two contexts. Dot represents P\<0.05 for comparison between exposed and controls tested in context 1.](pone.0111747.g007){#pone-0111747-g007}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Our results show that the direction and magnitude of change in the ASR is dependent on numerous factors, including the exposure level, the degree of threshold shift, the intensity of stimulation, the time after exposure when the ASR is measured, and on the context in which the startle stimuli are presented. We now discuss the possible underlying mechanisms of these changes and place our findings into a broader context by comparing them to those reported in other studies.

Enhanced startle responses were observed only in animals showing moderately elevated threshold {#s4a}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Animals with moderate thresholds (i.e., those in the range of 50--70 dB SPL) displayed robust enhancements of the ASR at stimulus intensities of 110--120 dB SPL. No enhancements were observed in animals with thresholds lower than 50 dB SPL or above 70 dB SPL. The enhanced startle responses observed in animals with thresholds in the range of 50--70 dB SPL emerged with a delayed onset of a few days and followed an initial period during which the ASR was either unchanged or slightly weakened.

One possible explanation of the enhanced ASR in sound exposed animals is that it was the result of Pavlovian conditioning or sensitization of the motor response caused by stress experienced during the initial sound exposure. Several of our observations argue against this explanation. First, we monitored the animals during the exposure periods and observed no evidence of a stressful response to the exposure sound. Animals moved about on the floor of their enclosures seemingly indifferent to the presence of sound. The absence of any apparent stress response could be the result of a decrease in sensation level which the animals would experience as the hearing thresholds were shifted upward as the tone level was gradually stepped up in the beginning of the exposure period. Second, we observed no enhancement of ASR on the days immediately after the exposure, when the memory of the exposure would have been strongest. The enhanced startle responses observed in animals with thresholds in the range of 50--70 dB SPL emerged with a delayed onset of a few days and followed an initial period during which the ASR was either unchanged or slightly weakened. And third, ASR amplitudes were much weaker in the animals with the severest threshold losses, even after correcting for differences in sensation levels (see below). None of these observations seems consistent with the interpretation that animals exposed to intense sound developed enhanced ASRs because of a stress-associated conditioning. This conclusion is further supported by two other recent studies reporting chronically enhanced ASR in animals that were exposed while unconscious due to induction of anesthesia [@pone.0111747-Dehmel1], [@pone.0111747-Pace1].

The enhanced ASR seems more likely to involve plastic mechanisms whereby the gain of the ASR at high stimulus levels is gradually readjusted in response to moderate hearing loss, as suggested in previous studies [@pone.0111747-Sun1], [@pone.0111747-Chen1], [@pone.0111747-Zeng1], [@pone.0111747-Hbert1]. Although our data do not reveal mechanisms directly, we can offer some useful speculations concerning underlying mechanisms by considering knowledge based on previous studies. Those studies have shown that the main circuit that mediates the ASR includes cochlear root neurons (CRNs), which project to the caudal pontine reticular nucleus (cPRN), which, in turn, project to spinal motoneurons controlling body musculature [@pone.0111747-Davis1]--[@pone.0111747-Nodal1]. A readjustment of gain of this startle circuit is likely to involve modulation by inputs to one or more of these nuclei from other sources. While such inputs come from multiple sources [@pone.0111747-Davis1], the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) is of special interest here because it has been shown to play a role in modulating the gain of the high intensity (110--115 dB SPL) component of the ASR [@pone.0111747-Meloni1], approximately the same range of intensities over which enhanced startle responses were observed in the present study. Electrical stimulation of the DCN evokes large monosynaptic EPSPs in the giant neurons of the PRN [@pone.0111747-Lingenhhl2], which activate the spinal motoneurons that recruit the muscles of the acoustic startle reflex [@pone.0111747-Nodal1]. Moreover, tracer injections into the giant cell regions of the PRN resulted in retrograde labeling of cochlear root neurons in the VCN and large neurons (probably fusiform and/or giant cells) in the DCN [@pone.0111747-Lingenhhl1], [@pone.0111747-Nodal1]. Thus, there are both physiological and anatomical grounds on which to speculate that enhancements of startle might result from hyperactivity of output neurons in the DCN that synapse on the giant neurons of the PRN. Fusiform cells have been found to become hyperactive after intense sound exposure [@pone.0111747-Brozoski1]--[@pone.0111747-Shore1]. A number of studies suggest that noise exposure causes shifts in the balance of excitation and inhibition towards the side of excitation of DCN fusiform cells [@pone.0111747-Asako1]--[@pone.0111747-Wang1]. Increased activity of these cells would be expected to increase input to the giant cells of the PRN, thus increasing the amplitude of the ASR. Other sources of input to the acoustic startle circuit could also be involved, although thus far, none of these has been shown to play a role in adjusting the gain of the high intensity component of the acoustic startle reflex.

The ASR was weakened in animals with severe threshold shift {#s4b}
-----------------------------------------------------------

A fundamental question raised by our results is why, despite the induction of enhanced ASR with moderate thresholds (50--70 dB SPL), severely raised thresholds (those above 70 dB SPL) were associated with a persistent decrement of the ASR. Previous studies indicate that weakening of inhibition and strengthening of excitation can be induced in central auditory nuclei for different degrees (moderate and severe) of hearing loss [@pone.0111747-Asako1], [@pone.0111747-Wang1]. Thus, to explain the decrement of the ASR observed in animals with the highest thresholds requires additional contributions via mechanisms that are not triggered by moderate hearing loss. The lack of enhancement of ASR in animals with thresholds greater than 70 dB SPL may be due in large part to the more severe hearing loss itself. Because sensation levels of high level startle stimuli would mostly be lower in animals with high thresholds than in those with moderate thresholds, the ASR would be expected to be correspondingly weaker. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that hearing loss can completely explain the lack of enhanced ASR in the highest threshold group. Weaker ASRs were found in this group even when comparing ASR amplitudes at startle stimulus levels evoking similar sensation levels. For example, using the highest ABR thresholds of [Fig. 2B and 2C](#pone-0111747-g002){ref-type="fig"} as benchmarks (80 dB SPL in animals exposed at 115 dB SPL and 93 dB SPL in the animals exposed at 120 dB SPL), startle stimuli at 25--30 dB SL would be in the range between 105 and 110 dB SPL for animals exposed at 115 dB SPL ([Fig. 4D](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"}) and between 110 and 115 dB SPL for animals exposed at 120 dB SPL ([Fig. 4F](#pone-0111747-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Comparison of ASR amplitudes at these similar sensation levels still reveals a weaker response in the 120 dB group than those exposed at 115 dB group. Thus, other mechanisms would appear to contribute to the weakened ASR in the high threshold group.

One such mechanism may be the anatomical loss of primary afferent input to CRNs. Moderate levels of exposure (i.e., up to 110 dB SPL) typically causes loss of outer hair cells and injury to inner hair cells [@pone.0111747-Kaltenbach1]--[@pone.0111747-Emmerich1] as well as excitotoxic injury to the peripheral dendrites of spiral ganglion neurons [@pone.0111747-Hickox1], [@pone.0111747-Kujawa1], [@pone.0111747-Puel1]. This leaves surviving spiral ganglion cells and their centrally extending axons spontaneously inactive and unresponsive to sound [@pone.0111747-Liberman1], [@pone.0111747-Liberman2], diminishing functional but not anatomical input to recipient CRN neurons. In contrast, higher levels of exposure cause more severe damage with widespread loss of outer and inner hair cells [@pone.0111747-Kaltenbach1], [@pone.0111747-Stebbins1]. A secondary consequence of this type of injury is trans-neuronal degeneration of auditory nerve fibers which can spread to recipient neurons in the VCN [@pone.0111747-Hickox1], [@pone.0111747-Morest1]--[@pone.0111747-Kim1]. Since CRNs receive direct input from primary afferents [@pone.0111747-Harrison1]--[@pone.0111747-Sinex1], this could lead to transneuronal degeneration of PRNs, irreversibly reducing the gain of the ASR, despite the survival of other cochlear nucleus cell types that may become hyperactive and also project to PRNs. Future studies examining the effects of severe acoustic insult on PRNs are needed to test this hypothesis more directly.

The present results may explain some of the differing effects of sound exposure on the ASR reported previously {#s4c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the factors motivating our study was the puzzling discrepancies across studies describing the effects of sound exposure on the ASR. Whereas our previous study [@pone.0111747-Chen1] and some others have shown chronic enhancement of the ASR in animals previously exposed to intense sound [@pone.0111747-Hickox1], [@pone.0111747-Pace1], the degrees and time courses of those enhancements as well as the types of stimulus batteries in which they have been observed have differed markedly across studies. Sun et al. [@pone.0111747-Sun2] reported enhanced ASR immediately following noise exposure, but the enhancement was short lived, disappearing within the first 24 hours following exposure. The disappearance of enhanced ASR within the first 24 hours is not inconsistent with our results showing a lack of enhanced startle in animals tested 1--2 days post-exposure. Hickox and Liberman [@pone.0111747-Hickox1] found enhancements of ASR in animals tested with noise bursts against background noise, but only weak enhancements when tested with noise bursts in silence. This result is similar to the slight enhancement of startle observed in the present study in animals exposed at 110 dB SPL. The enhancement observed in silence by Hickox and Liberman might have been weak because the exposure level was only 100 dB SPL, inner hair cells were spared, and ABR thresholds were not permanently shifted. As our results from animals with near normal ABR thresholds show ([Fig. 6](#pone-0111747-g006){ref-type="fig"}), this would have been insufficient to cause robust enhancements of the ASR in the absence of background noise.

Two investigations have presented data showing reductions of ASRs after noise exposure. The reductions in these studies followed 1 hour exposures at levels between 115 and 120 [@pone.0111747-Longenecker1] or between 120 and 126 dB SPL [@pone.0111747-Lobarinas1]. Although the amounts of threshold shift or injury to the ear were not reported, exposure sounds in both studies were presented to animals under anesthesia, a manipulation which could have increased injury to the inner ear by removing the protective effect of the middle ear muscles. Thus, the reductions in the latter two studies could have been a consequence of severely elevated thresholds (\>70 dB), similar to the decrements of ASR which we observed in animals exposed at 120 dB SPL.

The response to a startle stimulus depends on the context {#s4d}
---------------------------------------------------------

A surprising result of our experiments was the context dependency of the enhancement effect of exposure on ASR amplitude. We found that in exposed animals, when the ASR amplitudes were extracted from the startle-only stimulus conditions embedded in the gap detection test, the enhancement of startle was not observed. Context-dependent differences were also observed in control animals, but these were not as striking. These results are significant for at least two reasons. First, they underscore the importance of separating tests of startle growth functions from gap detection tests if enhancements of startle caused by noise exposure are the focus of investigation. As our results show, none of the startle amplitudes at any of the startle stimulus levels tested from 100--115 dB SPL, the range in which the startle amplitudes were enhanced when the startle stimuli were tested separately, was significantly elevated above control levels when such stimuli were presented in the context of the gap detection test. Second, they suggest that one consequence of sound exposure is a strengthening of suppressive mechanisms, which are either weak or absent in normal hearing animals. This is somewhat unexpected because generally, as discussed above, sound exposures are thought to cause weakening of inhibition and strengthening of excitation [@pone.0111747-Roberts1]. While the enhanced startle observed in our animals is consistent with this, the loss of that enhancement when the ASR is tested in the context of the gap detection test, suggests that the presence of the background noise or some other cue contained in the gap detection test battery elicits a suppression of startle at high stimulus levels not seen in controls. These results may be related to two other forms of enhanced suppression observed in noise exposed animals, including enhanced prepulse inhibition [@pone.0111747-Turner2], [@pone.0111747-Dehmel1] and increased suppression of the ASR by background noise [@pone.0111747-Chen1]. The results in the present study suggest that noise exposure might increase the duration of the suppressive effect of background noise on the ASR. Whether these effects reflect an increase in the strength of inhibitory synapses [@pone.0111747-Dong2] or changes in other non-synaptic mechanisms (e.g., adaptation, short term depression) is a topic for future investigation.

Are enhancements of the ASR related to hyperacusis? {#s4e}
---------------------------------------------------

Although the term 'hyperacusis' is most widely used in clinical audiology to refer to diminished sound tolerance [@pone.0111747-Baguley1], [@pone.0111747-Baguley2], the underlying basis of diminished sound tolerance is unknown. One possibility is that it reflects a change in emotional sensitivity to sound, irrespective of a change in the sound sensation itself. Alternatively, diminished sound tolerance may result from heightened sense of loudness. Indeed, many clinicians measure hyperacusis either by assessing loudness discomfort level or by directly assessing loudness itself (magnitude estimation of loudness) or some emotional or behavioral quantity that increases with loudness, such as annoyance or fear [@pone.0111747-Tyler2]. As discussed recently in an in-depth review [@pone.0111747-Tyler1], many clinicians use the term 'hyperacusis' broadly to include any abnormally heightened percept evoked by sound, including not only loudness, but also increased responsiveness (hyperresponsiveness) to sound [@pone.0111747-Dauman1], [@pone.0111747-Hbert1], [@pone.0111747-Song1]. If indeed hyperacusis is a state of enhanced loudness, then one would expect that other quantities that vary with loudness, such as behavioral or physiological responses to sound, would also be enhanced. Evidence that this is true comes from functional imaging studies in humans with hyperacusis [@pone.0111747-Gu1], [@pone.0111747-Weber1]. It follows that any circuit connected to the gain of the auditory system which underlies this increased responsiveness to sound, including the acoustic startle reflex circuit, might also show enhancement [@pone.0111747-Zeng1]. These are likely to be reasons why the terms hyperacusis or 'hyperacusis-like' are commonly used to refer to measures demonstrative of hyperresponsiveness to sound [@pone.0111747-Ison1]--[@pone.0111747-Lu1], [@pone.0111747-Dehmel1]--[@pone.0111747-Hickox1], [@pone.0111747-Zeng1], [@pone.0111747-Tyler2]. However, it should be acknowledged that until studies demonstrate that enhanced acoustic startle reflexes are a common characteristic of patients diagnosed with hyperacusis, the term 'hyperacusis' should be used with caution in seeking to establish animal models of this condition.
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